**Activity:** TRASHY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

**Across**
1. Awesome; Long story; tale
6. Plastic grocery ____; can harm turtles
7. To assist; assistant to an important person
11. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
12. Abbrv. For Northbound
14. A square has 4 ____
15. Abbrv. For temporary or temperature
16. To break down into pieces naturally
19. Circle of light above your head when you are very good; Beyoncé song; video game
20. To carry heavy trash off the beach; drag
22. Should trash be on the beach?
24. 7, 8, __, 10, 11
26. Prefix meaning before; in advance of
27. Abbrv. For Northwest
29. To move, especially from somewhere
30. To eat; to take food into the body
32. Abbrv. For east coast
33. Girl’s name, rhymes with a yellow fruit
34. Part of your shirt on your arm
36. Small round mark
37. People who travel looking for places or information
39. Abbrv. for: Very Young Explorer
40. Good; acceptable; superior in appearance
41. Person who comes to help clean beaches; working without getting paid
43. Something good or evil that is done; a legal document
45. Plural Abbrv. for road
46. 12:00am
47. Small animal with 6 legs, many people don’t like
48. Month after July and before September
50. System that allows people to hear you in a different room, many schools have these
54. When something is used again for a different purpose; a way trash is reduced
58. Near an entrance to clean shoes
59. When something is very stuck; can happen with trash between rocks on a beach
60. Material making up most of ocean trash; most toys are made of this; is recyclable
62. Nike® slogan: Just ___ It
63. Bananas have these
64. Abbrv. for Estimated Time of Arrival
65. April showers bring ____ flowers; month
66. Impolite greeting

**Down**
1. The state of being caught or twisted in discarded fishing gear or trash
2. Poet: Edgar Allen ____
3. response to: Who is going to the next Cleanup? __ __
4. Lots of these are found on beaches; bottle
5. When a species is threatened with extinction
6. What a ghost says
7. There are many of these in grocery stores
8. Suffix in chemistry
9. abbr. for Delaware
10. ____ PN: The Worldwide Leader in Sports®
13. To have confidence without absolute proof
14. Person or place where trash originates
17. To prevent the waste or loss of something
18. Compostable product used to make plates & cups
21. Disturbed; irritated; feeling toward ocean trash
23. Over 10__ pounds of trash were collected from beaches last year
25. Extra Terrestrial; “__ phone home”
28. Area of land all water drains to same place
31. Very bright color
33. To make people aware especially when selling
34. Sunscreen rating. Always wear __ 30+ while doing a Cleanup
38. Fancy name for salt
42. Higher section of river; large source of debris
44. To teach; to share information about trash
48. Use these to collect debris from beaches
49. Excited exclamation when you collect something
50. Card with your name and photo
51. Should anyone litter?
52. Have to pay on some bridges or roads
53. Long period of time with special events (plural)
55. Name; abbrv. for education
56. Trashy beaches are __; very unattractive
57. Circular current of water; nickname for Edward
61. Abbrv. for California
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